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ABSTRACT
Proteins recognize DNA sequences by two different
mechanisms. The first is direct readout, in which
recognition is mediated by direct interactions
between the protein and the DNA bases. The
second is indirect readout, which is caused by the
dependence of conformation and the deformability
of the DNA structure on the sequence. Various
energy functions have been proposed to evaluate
the contribution of indirect readout to the
free-energy changes in complex formations. We
developed a new generalized energy function to
estimate the dependence of the deformability of
DNA on the sequence. This function was derived
from molecular dynamics simulations previously
conducted on B-DNA dodecamers, each of which
had one possible tetramer sequence embedded at
its center. By taking the logarithm of the probability
distribution function (PDF) for the base-step
parameters of the central base-pair step of the
tetramer, its ability to distinguish the native
sequence from random ones was superior to that
with the previous method that approximated the
energy function in harmonic form. From a
comparison of the energy profiles calculated with
these two methods, we found that the harmonic
approximation caused significant errors in the
conformational energies of the tetramers that
adopted multiple stable conformations.
INTRODUCTION
Sequence-speciﬁc recognition of DNA by proteins plays
a critical role in regulating gene expression. Accurate
recognition is achieved by a combination of two diﬀerent
mechanisms (1,2). First, the aﬃnity of a protein to a DNA
sequence depends on the number of favorable interactions
formed between the DNA and the protein. The interaction
sites of DNA include the functional groups of the bases
exposed on the surface of the minor and major grooves.
Since the arrangement of the functional groups of the
bases diﬀers between DNA sequences, the protein can
recognize a speciﬁc DNA sequence. This recognition
mechanism is so-called direct readout. Second, the
binding aﬃnity also depends on the strengths of the
interactions. Therefore, proteins may prefer a speciﬁc
conformation of DNA, or DNA that can easily deform
its conformation to strengthen the interactions. As a
result, the proteins recognize the DNA bases that
change the DNA conformation to a speciﬁc one and/or
provide deformability without directly interacting with
the bases. In contrast to direct readout, this recognition
mechanism is called indirect readout. Biochemical studies
have demonstrated that indirect readout is as important
as direct readout for determining the speciﬁcity for
some protein–DNA complexes (3–7). However, com-
pared with direct readout, it is diﬃcult to evaluate the
contribution of indirect readout for a given protein–
DNA complex.
Thermodynamically, protein–DNA binding can be
virtually decomposed into two processes: free DNA
changes its conformation to the one to be adopted in
the complex, and the protein binds to the deformed
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corresponds to the contribution of indirect readout to
the total free-energy change when the complex is
formed. Statistics-based methods (8–15) and a
molecular-mechanics-based method (16) have been used
to evaluate the contribution of indirect readout. In the
statistics-based studies, base-pair step parameters (shift,
slide, rise, tilt, roll and twist) that represent the relative
conﬁguration between two successive base pairs are
often used to describe the internal degrees of freedom
of DNA with a reduced number of variables (8,17).
Olson et al. (8) analyzed the dependence of the
distributions of the step parameters on sequence using
DNA structures bound to proteins. They demonstrated
that the conformational energy of a given base-pair
step could be estimated using a harmonic potential,
whose force constant matrix and average geometry
were calculated from the distribution of the step param-
eters of dinucleotides having the same sequence in the
set of DNA structures. Gromiha et al. (11,12) extended
this method to quantify the contribution of indirect
readout to speciﬁcity. They used the Z-score deﬁned
as Es ,H ðÞ   E H ðÞ
     
=  H ðÞ as a measure of speciﬁcity,
where E(s, ?) is the conformational energy of DNA
having sequence s and step parameters ?, and <E(?)>
and  (?) correspond to the average and the standard
deviation of the conformational energies, obtained
by threading random sequences onto the DNA structure.
A large negative Z-score indicates that indirect read-
out plays a large role in determining speciﬁcity for the
protein–DNA complex. Although these studies used
experimental structures to obtain the parameters of
the harmonic potentials, Arau ´ zo-Bravo et al. (13) and
Fujii et al. (15) instead used the structures generated
by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. They carried
out MD simulations for all of the 136 unique tetramer
sequences, embedding them at the centers of DNA
dodecamers and calculated the conformational energies
as a function of the tetramer sequence and the step
parameters of the central base-pair step. It should be
noted that it is diﬃcult to determine the harmonic-
potential parameters for all possible tetramer sequences
with experimental structures because of an insuﬃcient
number of data for some tetramer sequences. Fujii et al.
found that the deformability of a base-pair step depends
on its ﬂanking base pairs. This dependency of
deformability on ﬂanking base pairs has also been
reported in a series of molecular mechanical studies
(18–20). Therefore, it is important to consider such a
‘long-range eﬀect’ in calculating the conformational
energy.
In these studies, harmonic potentials were used to
evaluate the conformational energies, based on the
assumption that the probability distribution function
(PDF) of the step parameters could be approximated
with a Gaussian function. However, Fujii et al. (15)
pointed out that the PDFs of some sequences were not
Gaussian. Although such an assumption is inevitable
when the number of available structures is limited, we
can obtain a large number of structures from the MD
simulations and can use a more general function to
accurately describe the distribution of the step parameters.
We therefore developed a new generalized energy function
in the present study using the same MD data as Fujii et al.
Here, the energy function was simply deﬁned as the
logarithm of the PDF. The purpose of developing the
energy function was to clarify the mechanism responsible
for protein–DNA recognition in terms of the energetics.
To evaluate the accuracy of the present method, we
examined the capability of the new energy function to
distinguish the native sequence from random ones by
using free DNA structures, and compared it with that of
the previous method.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Calculation of energy functions
We used a set of structural ensembles derived from MD
simulations conducted by Fujii et al. for all 136 unique
tetramer sequences embedded at the centers of B-DNA
dodecamers (50-CGCG–n1n2n3n4 –CGCG–30; ni is either
A, T, G, or C) (13,15). Although the simulations were
carried out for 10ns, we used the data from the last 9ns,
as they did. Since the snapshot structures were recorded at
every picosecond, we had 9000 structures for each
sequence. The six base-pair step parameters (shift, slide,
rise, tilt, roll and twist) were calculated for the n2–n3 step
of each snapshot structure by using the X3DNA program
(21). Note that although there were 4
4=256 possible
tetramer sequences, there were 136 unique tetramer
sequences and the remaining 120 sequences could be
described by taking sequence complementarity into
consideration.
The PDF of step parameters ? in the six-dimensional
space was calculated for each of the 256 possible tetramer
sequences (s=n1n2n3n4). The six-dimensional space was
divided into 13
6 cells with cell sizes of [max( i)–min( i)]/
13, where max( i) and min( i) were the maximum and
minimum values of the i-th component of ? in the
whole structural ensemble. The PDF is given by
Ps ,H ðÞ ¼
ns ,H ðÞ
N VJ H ðÞ , ns ,H ðÞ 6¼ 0,
1
N V, ns ,H ðÞ ¼ 0,
(
1
where N is the number of snapshot structures (i.e. 9000),
n(s,?) is the number of snapshot structures having
sequence s and the step parameters that fall within the
cell at ?, J(?) is the Jacobian, and  V is the volume of
the cell. When n(s,?) is zero, P(s,?) is set to 1/NDV to
avoid taking the logarithm of zero. By using the PDF, the
conformational energy, or strictly speaking, the free-
energy diﬀerence between a state having step parameter
? and the equilibrium state is calculated as
EG s,H ðÞ ¼   kTlnPs ,H ðÞ , 2
where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the
temperature. Here, we refer to this function as the
generalized energy function, EG, since this can take an
arbitrary form. Following Fujii et al., we used a reduced
unit system with kT=1. By using the relation between the
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calculated as
J H ðÞ ¼
sin
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 2 þ  2
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 2 þ  2
p , 3
where   and   correspond to the tilt and roll angles.
Note that J(?) is between 0 and 1 for the values that
the tilt and roll angles normally assume. In the present
study, however, the Jacobian had no eﬀect on the
Z-scores because the energies were compared between
diﬀerent sequences for a ﬁxed structure. If the energies
are compared between diﬀerent structures, it is of course
necessary to explicitly consider the Jacobian. The energy
function used by Fujii et al. is given by









s  H, 4
where  H ¼   1,K,...,  6 ðÞ ,   i ¼  i    i hi s and Fs is
the force constant matrix for sequence s and is the
inverse of the variance–covariance matrix of step
parameters Ms calculated from the last 9-ns trajectory of
the 10-ns MD simulation undertaken on the DNA
embedding sequence, s (15). Here, <...>s denotes
taking the average of a variable over the 9-ns trajectory
of sequence s. This function is referred to as the harmonic-
approximation (HA) energy function, EHA.
Evaluation of accuracy
We evaluated the accuracy of EG based on its capability to
distinguish the native sequence from random ones, and
compared it with that of EHA. Its capability was quantiﬁed
by the Z-score obtained by threading random sequences
onto a DNA structure. A superior energy function should
give a more negative Z-score. To eliminate the eﬀect of the
interactions with proteins on the DNA structures (i.e.
direct readout), we only used free B-DNA structures for
the evaluation. We obtained a list of crystal structures of
free B-DNA structures from the Nucleic Acid Database
(NDB) (22), and downloaded the coordinates of the ﬁrst
biological unit for each entry from the Protein Data Bank
(PDB). We excluded structures with less than ﬁve base
pairs and those containing nonstandard bases or non
Watson-Crick base pairs from the dataset, and ﬁnally
obtained 103 structures. After the base pairs had been
removed at the 50 and 30 ends, 718 tetramers were
obtained from these structures, allowing for overlaps.
The step parameters of their central base-pair steps were
calculated by using the X3DNA program (21).
Some base-pair steps had parameter values that were
rarely observed during the MD simulations. Such
abnormal structures can be caused by interactions with
metal ions or with DNA in other biological units. In
addition, structures with very small probabilities of
appearance might not be sampled during the limited
simulation time. Since these structures cause large errors
in both methods, we excluded tetramers having such step
parameters from the dataset as follows. We ﬁrst divided
each 9-ns trajectory into three 3-ns blocks. Then, we
calculated ni(s,?) for each block, where subscript i
stood for the index of the block [i.e. i=1, 2 and 3
and ns ,H ðÞ ¼
P3
i¼1 ni s,  ðÞ ]. We let ?0 be the parameters
of the central base-pair step of a given tetramer. If ni(s, ?0)
was larger than zero for all the blocks for more
than 26 of the 256 possible tetramer sequences, the
tetramer was retained in the dataset. Otherwise, it was
removed. After this operation, 496 tetramers were ﬁnally
obtained.
We calculated the Z-scores for all tetramers thus
obtained using our energy function [Equation (2)]
and that of Fujii et al. [Equation (4)]. The Z-score is
deﬁned as
Zs 0,H0 ðÞ ¼
Es 0,H0 ðÞ     E H0 ðÞ
  H0 ðÞ
, 5
where s0 and ?0 correspond to the sequence of a given
tetramer and the step parameters of its central base-pair
step. The average and the standard deviation are
calculated as





Es i,H0 ðÞ , 6





Es i,H0 ðÞ     E H0 ðÞ
   2
 ! 1=2
, 7
where si with i being greater than zero stands for the




Figure 1 shows a scatter plot of Z-scores obtained by
threading random sequences onto 496 tetramer structures
and calculating their conformational energies with EG and
EHA. Since 297 of the 496 tetramers (59.9%) are located in
the upper triangle of this plot, EG yielded more negative
Z-scores for more structures than EHA did. Under the null
hypothesis, where the two energy functions have equal
capabilities to distinguish the native sequence from non-
natives, the probability of producing such a biased
distribution by chance (p-value) was 6.2 10
 6. This
suggests that EG is signiﬁcantly superior to EHA in this
capability.
We next tried to ﬁnd why EG yielded better results than
EHA. It should be noted here that the state used as a
reference diﬀered for the two methods. As previously
described, EG used the equilibrium state as a reference.
The equilibrium state contained various structures and
the probability for the existence of these structures
followed a canonical distribution. In contrast, EHA used
a single average structure as the reference [Equation (4)].
Assume that step parameters ? follow normal dis-
tributions, then PDF is written as
Ps ,H ðÞ ¼
1
2  ðÞ
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s  H: 9
Note that the reference for this energy function is the
equilibrium state. Comparing Equations (4) and (9), we
can see that the ﬁrst term in Equation (9) represents the
free-energy diﬀerence between the average structure and
the equilibrium state that has been ignored in Equation
(4). We refer to this energy function as the corrected
harmonic-approximation (CHA) energy function, ECHA.
Since the ﬁrst term varied between 6.3 and 9.4 in the
sequences, it is possible that the diﬀerence in the reference
states caused the diﬀerence in capability. Of course, there
is another possibility that the use of the harmonic
approximation is the primary factor for the lower
capability of EHA.
To distinguish these two possibilities, we calculated the
Z-scores with ECHA for the 297 tetramers, for which our
method derived better results. We found that EG still
provided better results for 233 of the 297 tetramers
(Figure 2). The p-value for this distribution was
5.0 10
 24, indicating that EG was still superior to
ECHA. Consequently, using raw PDF without harmonic
approximation was a major factor in the improvements
we achieved with the present method. Since ECHA
yielded slightly better scores than EHA did for 320 of
496 tetramers, we will compare EG with ECHA after this.
Comparison of energy proﬁles
The previous section discussed the importance of using
raw PDF for the conformational energy function. Here,
we selected a tetramer from the test dataset and compared
the energy proﬁles between the two methods to further
clarify why the present method improved the Z-scores.
We chose the structure of tetramer GTTA extracted
from a structure whose PDB ID was 1ZF0 (Figure 3),
because this tetramer signiﬁcantly improved the Z-scores
with EG by more than 2 (Figure 2). Figure 4 shows the
energy surfaces of native (GTTA) and non-native
(GTCG) tetramer sequences for each energy function
sectioned at the position of the tetramers’ step parameters
along the principal axes of the variance–covariance
matrix calculated from the simulation of DNA in
which the native sequence was embedded. With EG, the
Figure 2. Scatter plot of Z-scores calculated for tetramers that gave
better results with EG than with EHA, by using EG (ZG, x-axis) and
ECHA (ZCHA, y-axis). The numbers of points within the upper and
lower triangles of the plot are shown within the respective areas. The
point of tetramer GTTA from 1ZF0 is indicated by the arrow.
Figure 1. Scatter plot of Z-scores calculated for 496 tetramers in test
dataset by using EG (ZG, x-axis) and EHA (ZHA, y-axis). The numbers
of points within the upper and lower triangles of the plot are shown
within the respective areas.
Figure 3. Crystal structure of 1ZF0. Carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and
phosphorus atoms are colored gray, blue, red and orange, respectively.
The nucleotide sequence of one chain is shown below. Tetramer GTTA
is indicated by the bracket in the structural image and is underlined in
the nucleotide sequence.
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than that of a non-native sequence, while ECHA yielded an
erroneous result where the latter was lower than the
former. As can be seen from the proﬁle of EG along the
fourth principal axis (Figure 4), the native sequence has at
least two stable conformations. In such cases, ECHA is
calculated by approximating the PDF with a broad
Gaussian function, even though it substantially deviates
from the actual proﬁle of the PDF. This example clearly
demonstrates that the harmonic approximation used in
ECHA causes signiﬁcant error in the conformational
energy proﬁle, where the tetramer adopts multiple stable
conformations.
Since the fourth principal axis of the above example was
almost on the plane of shift and slide, we calculated free-
energy maps as a function of shift and slide by integrating
the six-dimensional PDF with respect to other variables.
Of 136 unique tetramer sequences, seven sequences
(GTTA, ATAA, ATAG, CGGG, TGGT, TTAA and
TTAG) had two obvious peaks in their free-energy maps.
Figure 5 shows the free-energy maps for GTTA, ATAA
and ATAG selected from the seven sequences. The scatter
plots of the shift-slide parameter values of tetramers
having these sequences in their crystal structures have
been overlaid on the free-energy maps of the respective
sequences for comparison. The structures of the central
dimers of crystal structures that have shift-slide values
close to the peaks of the free-energy maps are also
shown. Although only a few experimental structures were
available for some tetramer sequences, we found that these
tetramers tended to have broad distributions in their
shift-slide parameters in the crystal structures, which is
consistent with the two-peak distributions in the ensembles
generated by the MD simulations.
Eﬀect of ﬂanking base pairs on central base-pair step
Fujii et al. (15) have shown that the ﬂexibility of the
central base-pair step of a tetramer is aﬀected by the
ﬁrst and the fourth base pairs in the tetramer from their
Figure 4. Proﬁles of EG for native (GTTA, thick solid line) and non-native (GTCG, thin solid line) sequences and of ECHA for GTTA (thick dashed
line) and GTCG (thin dashed line). The proﬁles are produced by sectioning energy surfaces at the position of the step parameters of tetramer GTTA
from 1ZF0 along the principal axes of the variance–covariance matrix calculated from the simulation of DNA in which the same sequence (GTTA)
was embedded. PC n (n=1,2,...,6) stands for the proﬁle along the n-th principal axis. The vertical line indicates the position of the step parameters
of the tetramer.
PAGE 5 OF 9 Nucleic Acids Research, 2009,Vol.37, No. 20 e135Figure 5. Free-energy maps calculated for tetramer sequences GTTA (a), ATAA (b) and ATAG (c) as a function of shift and slide parameters. Same
contour levels are used in the three maps. Red and blue plus marks indicate that shift-slide parameter values of the tetramers having the respective
sequences in free- and complex-DNA crystal structures, respectively. Structures of the central dimers of the tetramers having shift-slide parameter
values indicated with (d–i) are shown with stick model. PDB IDs of the structures are shown in parentheses. In the structural images, Watson–Crick
base pair hydrogen bonds are indicated with dashed lines. Carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and phosphorus atoms are colored gray, blue, red and orange,
respectively. Circled-times and circled-dot marks indicate the direction from 50-t o3 0-end of DNA strands. Circled-dot points out of the plane of the
paper, while circled-times points into the plane of the paper.
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calculated as the determinants of variance-covariance
matrices. In the present study, we examined what eﬀect
these base pairs had in terms of the energy proﬁle. We
calculated the PDF, which only depends on the central
dimer sequences (n2n3), by averaging the original PDFs
[Equation (1)] over the ﬁrst (n1) and the fourth (n4)
nucleotides and converted them into an energy function
by using Equation (2). After this, this function will be
referred to as EGD, whereas the original energy function,
EG, has been designated as EGT to distinguish it from the
former. Figure 6a shows a scatter plot of Z-scores
obtained by using EGD and EGT. We found that EGT
provided better results for 261 of the 496 tetramers
(52.6%). This suggests that the ﬂanking base pairs
indeed have an eﬀect on the conformation of the central
base-pair step.
Since tetramer GTTA from 1ZF0 again demonstrated a
large diﬀerence [Figure 6a], we compared the proﬁles of
the two energy functions. Figure 6b shows the energy
surfaces of EGT for various tetramer sequences sectioned
at the position of the tetramer’s central base-pair step
parameters along the fourth principal axis used in
Figure 4. The energy proﬁle of the native sequence
(GTTA) was minimum near the position of the tetramer’s
step parameters, whereas the proﬁles of sequences with
diﬀerent bases at the ﬁrst and the fourth positions had
minima at diﬀerent positions. Comparing the energy
proﬁles between EGT and EGD [Figure 6c and d], we can
see that the minimum of EGT near the position of the
tetramer’s step parameters disappeared in EGD due to
averaging and the conformational energy of the tetramer
obtained with EGD became higher than that obtained with
EGT. The conformational energy of the central base-pair
step of a tetramer is thus dependent on the ﬁrst and the
fourth base pairs. The averaging caused a loss of
information on sequence dependence and degraded the
ability to distinguish a native sequence from random ones.
Factors limiting accuracy of present method
Since numerous structural data are required to calculate
PDFs, it was necessary to use molecular simulations in the
Figure 6. (a) Scatter plot of Z-scores calculated for each tetramer by using EGT (ZGT, x-axis) and EGD (ZGD, y-axis). Note that EGT and ZGT
correspond to aliases of EG and ZG. The numbers of points within the upper and lower triangles of the plot are shown within the respective areas.
The point of tetramer GTTA from 1ZF0 is indicated by the arrow. (b) The proﬁles of EGT for the native sequence (thick line) and the ones that have
diﬀerent bases at the ﬁrst and fourth positions (thin lines). The proﬁles are produced by sectioning energy surfaces at the position of the step
parameters of tetramer GTTA from 1ZF0 along the fourth principal axis of the variance–covariance matrix calculated from the simulation of DNA
in which the same sequence (GTTA) was embedded. The vertical line indicates the position of the step parameters of the tetramer. The contour plots
of EGT (c) and EGD (d) as a function of shift and slide parameters, ﬁxing the values of other dimensions at those of the step parameters of the
tetramer. The plus mark indicates the position of the step parameters of the tetramer.
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accuracy of the simulations. There are generally two major
factors that limit the accuracy of MD simulations. The
ﬁrst is the error in the potential energy function, which
causes biases in the PDFs. It has already been pointed out
that the distribution of the slide parameter in the
ensembles from MD simulations was biased toward
more negative values than those calculated using crystal
structures (15). In addition, it has been revealed that the
backbone structure of B-DNA is often severely distorted
due to the imbalance of force-ﬁeld parameters, when
simulation is executed for prolonged periods (23). It is
possible for these biases to cause larger conformational
energy in the native sequence than those in the non-native
sequence and to cause positive Z-scores. However, we
obtained negative Z-scores for most of the tetramers and
could not further improve the positive Z-scores by using
PDFs calculated without the slide parameter. In addition,
no distortion in the backbone structure was observed
during the 10-ns simulations. Therefore, we believe that
the error in the potential energy function did not cause
signiﬁcant errors in our conformational energy function.
Another factor is the statistical error caused by the
sampling problem. Although the native DNA structure
should be in the global free-energy minimum, its local
structure, such as the tetramer structure extracted from
the whole DNA structure, is not necessary in the energy
minimum. In a canonical distribution, the probability of
appearance drastically decreases as the energy increases.
Therefore, high-energy conformations that often exist in
the crystal structures are rarely sampled during MD
simulations of limited duration and the accuracy of the
energy function is severely degraded in the high-energy
region. The positive Z-scores and the worse Z-scores
with the present method than those with the previous
were mainly caused by this problem. The tetramer
CGCG from 287D is a typical example that demonstrates
how the sampling problem aﬀects the accuracy of the
energy function. This tetramer yielded Z-scores of 0.40
and –5.02 with EG and EHA, and is located in the
lowest-rightmost region in Figure 1. The energy proﬁle
of the native sequence around the tetramer’s step
parameters was very rugged with very high-energy
values. Similar energy proﬁles were obtained for non-
native sequences. This indicates that structures having
the tetramer’s step parameters were not suﬃciently
sampled during the MD simulations. As a result, the
PDFs were not suﬃciently converged in this region and
the energy values had large errors. In contrast, a very
small Z-score for this tetramer was obtained by using
EHA. However, this does not mean that the previous
method is superior to the present approach. The
previous methodology is based on the assumption that
the distribution of the step parameters can be
approximated with a Gaussian distribution. The actual
distribution, however, signiﬁcantly deviated from the
Gaussian distribution as we determined from a
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Therefore, this indicates that
it is necessary to obtain more samples especially for high-
energy structures. Generalized ensemble methods, such as
the multicanonical MD method, should be useful to
eﬃciently sample structures from wider conformational
space (24) and to improve the accuracy of our method.
The force-ﬁeld parameters were recently revised to solve
the problem of distortion in the DNA backbone structure
(25). The use of such force-ﬁeld parameters is also
important to minimize the bias in PDF caused by error
in the potential energy function.
CONCLUSIONS
We developed a new generalized energy function to
estimate how dependent the deformability of DNA was
on sequence. A function was deﬁned for all possible
tetramer sequences as a logarithm of the PDF of the
central base-pair step parameters of a tetramer in an
ensemble derived from an MD simulation on a B-DNA
dodecamer that had the tetramer sequence embedded at its
center. The accuracy of the energy function was evaluated
using Z-scores that measured the ability to distinguish the
native sequence from random ones, and it was compared
with that of the previous method that approximated the
energy function with a harmonic potential. Sequence-
structure threading was performed on 496 tetramer
structures extracted from the experimental free B-DNA
structures to calculate the Z-scores. Our method yielded
better Z-scores for 297 tetramers than the previous
approach. By comparing the energy proﬁles of the two
methods, we found that harmonic approximation caused
serious error in conformational energy where the tetramer
adopted multiple stable conformations. The eﬃciency of
the energy function was also compared with that of the
energy function obtained by averaging the PDFs over the
ﬁrst and the fourth nucleotides. The original energy
function provided better results for more than half the
test dataset.
With these results, we concluded that the energy
function should simply be deﬁned as the logarithm of
the PDF and should take into account the long-range
eﬀect on the deformability of a base pair step caused by
its ﬂanking base pairs.
It is necessary to obtain more conformational samples
especially those that have high energies to achieve higher
levels of accuracy. Generalized ensemble methods should
be useful for this purpose. We are now planning to apply
the present method to systems of protein–DNA complexes
to evaluate the contribution of indirect readout to binding
free-energy changes. Since deviations in the protein-bound
DNA structure from the canonical B-DNA structure are
signiﬁcantly larger than those of free DNA structures, it
will be quite important to obtain PDFs that cover wide
ranges of step parameters with accurate values in such
applications.
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